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ABSTRACT

In this report, matrix analysis la used to derive fornmlas for the force

and displacement analysis of simply connected and rigidly connected rectangular

and circular gridvxorks, supported on either elastic or rigid foundations.

The regularity which these complicated structures hare permits the basic

equations to be written in the form of matrix direct products, and allows the

greatest possible simplification in the oom.putations required. This

simplification occurs essentially because the regularity properties of the

structures permit a certain factoring which simplifies the solution of the

basic equation.

Although the methods used are general, the factoring property disappears

as the gridrrorks become less regular, and the equations become progi^ssively

more complicated until for eirbiti^ry gridv/orks they finally become a completely

general set Triiich allows no essential simplification, .v.
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INTRODUCTION

Gridworks of beams are structures whioh are cociaonly used in footings,

bridges, ribbed shells, etc, " *

Because the mutual interactions between beans distributes the loads among

thoia, beam giddvforks can be designed to be efficient and inexpensive structures.

In this report, formulas are derived for the force and displacement

analysis of rectangular and circular gridworks of tvro classes, simply connected

and rigidly connected gridworks, supported on elastic or rigid foundations.

Simply connected gridv-rorks are those in which only tensile or compressive

forces are transmitted from one beam to another at a connection; rigidly

connected gridworks are those in which couples can be transmitted at connections

as well.

The analysis of the gridworks was made by the use of matrix methods. It

yielded foraulas which are presented for forces, deflections, and stresses.

In establishing the matrix equations for various gridworks, the following

assumptions were made;

(a) The beams intersect orthogonally at the joints except at points of

singularity, ;'

(b) The grid?/ork is in a plane, and is loaded by forces and couples only

at the joints.

(c) The deformations of the gridwork are infinitesimal and the stresses

are within the elastic limit. Thus, the defoliations and stresses are

expjressible as linear functions of the exteraal loads and vice versa.

The stiffness matrices of straight members, circular members and rings,

which are included in both simply connected and rigidly connected gridworks,

have been derived in the first ptirt of the report. These form the basis of the



displacement method for the matrix analysis. The second part of the report

contains the development of the matrix equations for solving simply-connected

gridsTorks, Rigidly-connected griArorlcs are discussed in the third part.

Three numerical examples are given to sharr applications of the results

which appear in the first three parts of the report. The analysis and calcu-

lation of deformation and stresses are shovm in detail. Additional properties

of the matrix equations and some further applications are given in the

Discussion section.



STIFFNESS MATRICES OP ELASTIC MEMBERS

Stiffness Matrices of Laterally-Consti^ined Beams

A laterally-constirained beam, as considered here, is a continuous beam

with m-constraint points, shown in Fig, 1, such that the beam connot deflect

freely in z-direction at these points* The loads and deformations are in the

xz-plane only.
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Fig, 1, Laterally-constrained beam, '^. :

The stiffness matrix ^ is the matrix which transforms the displacement

vector (Z} into the corresponding load vector {F}, The components of vectors

(2} and (Fj are shown in Fig, 2,

Fig, 2, Load vector {F) and displacement vector fZ},

The force-displacement relationships for the beam, shown in Fig, 2 are

characterized by the matrix equation
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For oompactnoss, Eq, (a) can "be rewritten as

F -=^Z. (1)

The stiffness matrix {ZT can be obtained by using the principle of

superposition, as indicated in Fig. 3, - i.
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Fig, 3« Relations betvreen loads and deformations.

This leads to the equations
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Th© above relations yield the stiffness matrix ^ as

^
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t2i 1^22

^ml ^tbZ

^Im

^20.

nzn

(2)

Pig, 3 indicates that "the problem of finding the stiffness matrix ^ is

that of finding the reactions of a continuous beam, -when one of the supports

tmdergoes a unit displacement. Therefore, any technique for solving oon"tinuous

beams can be used for finding "the elements of -the matrix J2f, .

The matrix ^ for a uniform beam "with equally-spaced oonstiraints is given

- - - .*"

in Appendix I»

Stiffness Matrices for Laterally-Constrained Circular Rings

Consider a circular ring with m-points of lateral constraint, as shown in

Pig, l;» such -that at these points the rii^ cannot be freely displaced in the



z-direotion. The possible loads and defornations considered here are perpen-

dicular to the ring.
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Fig, li.. Force and displacement vectors, ->

The stiffness matidjc ^ of a circular ring has the same notation as used in

section 1 for straight "beams.

Let (Z) = displacement vector which denotes the displacements at the

constraint points of the ring, and

{F} =* force vector which denotes the corresponding loads.

The components of (Z) and {Fj are shovra in Fig, I;, The equations which

describe the ring can be written as - "

lF) = (j2r){ZJ.

where j2f is the stiffness matrix, . -v ,,

In order to satisfy static equilibriiim conditions, there must be at least

three constraint points of a ring. Thus, the number of external redundants for

a long of m-constraint points is equal to m-3, Trhich means that not all

constraint forces aire independent of each other. The stiffness matrix ^ can be

obtained by the following procedures:

(a) Select three constraint points as ground points and exprtjss these



forces at these points as linear functions of the other exbemal

constraint forces. The latter ones are called exbemal redundants,

(Tj) Cut the jring at the i-th constraint point and select its sectional

bending moment Mq smd torsional moment T^ as internal redundants,

(c) Express the bending moment and torsional moment of every section in

terms of redxmdant forces F.»s, M and T.,

(d) Calculate the strain energy U of the system,

(e) Using Castigliano's principle, the principle of least work, establish

the elastic equations as

au
' ap U J 7^ i j = 1*, 2*, , (m-3)*

{

3P =0
a Mo

^To

(f ) Sol-Te these equations for redundant forces and calculate the reactions

at the selected gro\md points.

The calculated external force vector {F|. gives the i-th column of the

stiffness matrix $/,

Figure 5 is an e^anple showing the first three steps of the above

processes, A more detailed treatment is given in Appendix II,

Stiffness Matrices of Straight Member

In the three dimensional case, the deformation of a certain section A of a

member can be described completely by a 6-component row vector as *

|_^al» ^a2» ^ajJ ^al» ^a2» ^a5i * "^^a^e ID^]^, D^g, ^^jA denote the linear
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PgCFi.Fj.Fi^)

^oV .^'

(o)

F6(F^,F^,F^)

Fig, 5» (*) •* ring of six oonstraints,
(b) Defonnation of the ring when point 1 undergoes a imit displacenent

vrith points 2, h smd 6 considered as grotind points o

(o) Forces applied to the ring when point 1 is the cut point.



diaplacenents and IR^^, R^, Pi denote the rotations of the section irith

respect to X^, X2 and X^, respectively. Similarly, the forces and couples

which act on section A can also be described by a 6-cOTiponent vector

|_^al» Pa2» ^aj, C^^^, C^, C^ , where |F^, F^, F J denote the forces and

|^al» ^a2» ^a5J
'i®'^o*® "t^® couples in the X. , X and X directions,

respectively. The signs of rotations and couples follow the right-hand rule.

If a member has m-constraint points, then the defonnation of the nember

(or the forces applied on the member) can be described by a 6m-component

vector.

As a matter of convenience, the stiffness matrix of a two-end constrained

member is derived first. This matrix is then used to construct the stiffness

matrix of the member when it is multi-constrained. A further treatment is

given in Appendix III,

Stiffness Matrix of a Uniform, End-Constrained, Member, :, -

Let
"

pal
f » / a2

'al

:a2

'aj.

fDal]

^a2

^1

be the end forces and displacements of the end A; and

N
Fbll
Fb2

^bl
^b2|

I>bl

I>b2

'b3 ' (M = {?b3>M R»,<

Rb2

^b3;

be the end forces and displacements of the end B, as shown in Fig, 6,
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Fig, 6, End-constrained member.

Taking the effect of shearing forces to be second ordier and using the

elementary theory of structures, this member can be described as

{•;j= c^)'-^^
Iv)

(3)

"Where

AE

L r I

I
12EIt I

_..« Ji-i_j_
r 12EI

I

_ _ i

I

-_L
r ^-a;!:
!

^,7^

L

; 1 1^

- .r* I —
liEi

.;-.L.

L

(!)
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and

(*g =

-AS .

'li^I

I

' •

I IF I

I +&I5

'z^;
^

~-l .

. ii_ I- - - - 4-

. ^£ai
LI.

I

I

L

(5)

(ft)be'

if-_a
n I 12EI12EI:5 •

I

rT.2EI
I

o~""r'o
~~~^''

I 1?^

I

GJ T

"6Ef2
12"

I

1

I L
I

.L

y

(6)

l)
=

(7)

Stiffness Matrix of a Mtatiply-Ccnstrained Straight Member,

Figure 7 indicates a sti*aight member -which is constrained at sections 1,

2, ••••• and m.
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1 2 3 • • i • • • • m
/ / y / y /]
1 \)

/"

Fig, 7« Multiply-constrained nem'ber, ^ .

'

The stiffness matrix of the straight menber with m terminal points can be

represented as follows:

(5) =

Az 4
4i 4 ^ 'f3 ^1,

- X -
.

•

''32 ^^^^1.

4^

'

• * • «

m,m-l m,m-ll

(8)

Stiffness Matrix of Circular Members

Consider the general case of a circular ring, i.e., the ring is subjected

to vector forces and couples, and is constrained in all directions at the

constraint points. The displacements and forces at amy point can be described

by 6-conponent vectors. For simplicity, the forces, couples, linear

displacements and iX)tations can be classified into two independent cases:

(a) Plane deformations: all deformations are in the plane of the ring

only, '
•

(b) Lateral deformations: all deformations are perpendicular to the ring

only.

Suppose that the points of constraint on the ring are equally spaced.

Then every segnent between any two such points has the same stiffness. As the
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stiffness matrix of one segnent has been derived, the stiffness matrix of the

whole ring can immediately be deduced from it.

Stiffness Matrix of ein Arc-Segment in the Case of Plane-Deformation,

The end-constrained circular segment can be described by the partitioned

matidx equation as

O ka i^ajl^i •

(9)

iihere

F« = < F
zai

ra?

'J
and

Pv =

113
"b

Rza
I^ra

,°ta

(Rzb]

The end forces and displacements of segment AB are shown in Fig, 8, The

matrices ^^j* ^^» ^a* ^a ^^ *^® stiffness matrix ^ can be obtained in the

follcwing way:

Consider a circular segment AB with end B fixed and free end A subjected

to loads Fj^, F^a and Cga* as shown in Fig, 8, The deformations of the end A

form the elements of ^,

Fig, 8, Circular of plane deformation.



Ih

The forces of section © of the segnent can "be described by

Nt(^) = F^aoos© - Fj^sinS

"^r(®)
== Fraoos© + F^aSinO ,

^Jfe

(10)

The strain energy can be calculated as

/l2SIj 2AE 2GA J
(11)

The deformations of end A can bo obtained by using Castigliano*3 theorem,

and can be expressed as -

where

dcza
Cza^

aPra
) =(A)

RzaN

^ ^^tJ

ra

Fta

\ =/l>ra)

-•ta/ »

*11 ^12 ^15

A -^ I agi a22 b^^

131 a32 a^j

ail » cy ,

(12)

ai2 = a2i = r(l - coso< ) ,

ag3 = a32 = r^Cl ~ cos 0^ - ^^°^°^
) - ^1^^ + ^2^^°^ " '^^"^'^ >

,

^33 = I (51^ + *1 + ^) - 2r2sino^ + ^i—^ (r2 + ti - tg) .

"



and

or as

*!=-¥.

to =—^ ,
*^ GJ

[Fta

(A)
-1 ^ra|

^ta,

By the definition of stiffness matrix.

) = (A)
-1

ab

Prom the equilibrium, conditions, the reactions at end B are

1 =
•rb

•tb^

-1 -rsino< -r(l - co3o< ) (Cza

-coso^ -sino^ Fra

sinoc -cos «'< (Pta

Thus

15

(13)

^^J

-1 -rsin

-cos

sin

-r(l - co3«

)

-sino^

-cos<y

(A)
-1

The matrices ^^ and J2(^ can be obtained in the same fashion.

Stiffness Matrix of an Arc-Segment in Case of Lateral Deformation,

In this case, the properties of segment AB can be descjribed by the

partioned matrix equation,.

m
"ba

Oh)

(15)
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where

Cra

Cta

"za
^ra

Fv =
Fzb
Crb
Ctbj

/Dzb)
and Db = {Rrb

iRtb

Then the 0^ in the stiffness matrix can be obtained as follows:

Consider the circular segment shown in Fig. 9, With end B considered as

fixed, the forces on section © can be expressed as

Mj.(©) = F^^rsin9 + Cj.q^cos& - C^^^"^®

Mt(©) = Fza^Cl - cos©) + Crasin© + Ctacos©

^(«) = ^za

N(©) =0

*— C
tb

(16)

Pig, 9, Circular segment of lateral deformation.
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The total strain energy stored in the body can be calculated as

where

+ ii^+^2fi2i
2GJ 2GA .

Ki = Hi ; and Kp = ML
GJ '^ GA

(17)

(18)

EIj., GJ and I^GA are the flexile rigidity, torsional rigidity, sind shearing

rigidity of the ring, respectively. The deformation of the free end can be

calculated by using Castigliemo' s theorem as .*- -

Bra

^a.

dU
ap za

3Cra

7ii 7 12 7i5

721 7/22 725

731 752 733

(19)

or

fl>za|

^rai (^2) {
Cra

Cta

za
(20)
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where

'
[ 20^ - sin2o< + Ki(6« + siii2o( + Usin^ ) + ^^] •'' ^11 "

i4EI

5 ( 2s±i3o( 2K

/

- (a)7^-I^( + -i. (2o( - sin2« ) ,
r r '

733 -il [2^^^--^-] H3.) . -

therefore.

"ab
-1

= (72)-' • (22)

The reactions of end B can be calculated by substituting ^Craf into the
za

stress function. Thus
'ta/

/I \

J^^ "^ - ( rsinoc cosor -sino/ ) (7 g)
Vr(l - ooso^ ) sinor cosw/

(23)

Stiffness Matrix of a Uultiply Constrained Circular Member,

Figure 10 indicates a non-closed circular manber '.Tith section 1, 2, •••«

and m as constraint points.

Pig, 10, Miiltiply constrained circular member.
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The stiffness matrix of the circular member can be obtained by combining

the stiffness matrices of the elements in the follovring fashion:

1 =

^a 4 %^

4 4 ^^3 d3
^23

• • • * • •

•

•

•

^33 ^32 '"31; ^u • • • • •

* •

•

•

• «

• • • • •

xa-2

'^m-l,m-2 '^m-ljm-S "^m-l^ m-l,m

• • • • • »
'^mjm-l '^m,m-l

(2li)

The matrix elements ^'s in the stiffness matrix can represent either plane

deformation or lateral deformation.

Stiffness Matrix of a Circular Ring,

Figure 11 indicates a closed circular ring vrith section 1, 2, ,,,, m as

constraint points.

*-x

Fig, 11, Multiply constrained circular ring.
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The stiffness luatrix of a circular ring is different from the stiffness

matrix of a oircvilar member liecause a ring has the property that its initial

point is also its terminal point.

4 4 • • • • ^.m

4 4 ^^5 ^5
• • •

^=
•

• ^,. ^i.^4 4 • • •

• •

•

•

•

'^ml
• • • •

'^m.m-l '^mjffl-l '^ml

(25)
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DEFORilATION OF SBIPLY CONNECTED GRIHYORKS

ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS

Rectangular Gridwork

Consider a gridwork which consists of longitudinal beams «md transverse

beans as shown in Fig, 12, The longitudinal beams are supported by an elastic

foundation at the grid points and the transverse beams are continuous across

the longitudinal beans and intersect them at right angles. The connection

betvreen the two types of beams is assumed to transmit only tension or

oonpression, and it is assumed that the gridwork is loaded by forces at the

joints only.

A^
v..

L J

.J

o
o
CO

X- 4r f^ X Er 4r
Section B - B

Fig, 12, Rectangular gridv/ork.
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TransversQ Beams , .

(^i). \H\» [^±]> {lil are defined as; ^
'.

- .

JFi) = [F^i* F2i» > ^mij denotes ths external load vector which

is applied to the i-th transverse beam (in x-direction)

,

j^ii
~

|£li* ^2i» ••••»
^itiil

<i9^o'tes the vector reaction between the

i-th transverse beam and the longitudinal beans,

l^ij
"°

l^ii* ^2i* •••••*
^nvii

denotes the displacement vector of the

i-th trsinsverse beam

.

(^) = The stiffness matrix of the i-th transverse beam and is given

by Eq, (2) in a previous chapter.

The components of \F^ , [f^] and
[
Z^} are shown in Fig, I5,

,

^ii

1

^2i • •

2

. . . : ^Ji • . . . . 1
f

m

t ,

1 k

^li

m

^2i ^ji • • • • • fmi

Fig, 13, The i-th transverse beam.

The i-th transverse beam can be characterized by the matrix equation

{Pi} - (fil = ($i)lZi) . (26)

Thus, the set of transverse beams csin be described by the folloi'/ing

partitioned matrix equation:
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(^^^ rfi\

-

p

ll

V^n,

1 !.

:In

/Z,

Z2

2n,

(27)

If all transverse beams are the sane, i.e.,

for i = 1, 2, ,,,, n. Then Eq, (2?) can be rewritten as

(Fi; F2; — ;Fn) -Cfi; fg !

•'•
! ^J = (i)(Zii Zg

=

•••: Zn) . (28')

The subscripts in Eqs, (26) ta (28) refer to the transverse beam numbers.

For oompaotness, 3q, (28* ) can be revrrittan as

(F) -(f)=(I)(Z), (28)

where

and

(F) ^{F^\ F^[ ...IFJ ,

(f) = (f^l f^l ...I f^) ,

(Z) = (Zi; Z2! ... -Z^) .

Longitudinal Beams, >

{^i\»
{^^].{9f^\»{o^},

l^^l»
^re defined ^s:

(t I
It t T

fj| = Iflj, f2j» ••...» fail denotes the vector reaction bet-zv^een the

j-th longitudinal bean and the ti-ansversa beams.



2k

JEjJ = jzij» Z2j* •••» 2jvj[ denotes the displacement vector of the

j-th longitudinal beam,

(j/j) = The stiffness matrix of the j-th longitudinal beam. It is given

by Eq. (2).

(o-^ c — ° \

^°3^
V

^^ *• I is the stiffness matrix for the elastic

^ ••• ••• ®n.i

foundations under the j-th longitudinal beam. It relates forces

/ and deformations by

|gj} = (oj) (zj] = [gij» g2j» •••* gnil » th® vector reaction of the

elastic fovmdations.

SnjJ

The components of vectors such as {f»|, \zA, and
|
g .] are shown in Fig, ll;.

^h ^2j

^Ij ^j
(a) Force vectors

'?3

^i

:id ^2j

'

'^i

(b) Displacement vector

Fig, ill. The j-th longitudinal beam.

Similarly, the j-th longitudinal beam can be descidbed by

(^3l-f8dl-(>'3)(»dl .
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or

since

From Bq, (29), the set of longitudinal beams can be described as the

partitioned matirix equation ,,: . r

(29)

(^11

u,m'

oi+j^l

C2 ^ ^2 • • a

•

• • • •

• • • • . •

^ *1
'

^y

(30)

where the subsoiripts refer to the longitudinal beasv numbers.

If all the longitudinal beams have the sane properties and all the elastic

foundations are equal in strength, then Eq, (30) can be rewritten as

(fl'lfg: •••;0 = (CI +J^)(zi: Z2I •••1^) ' (310

since C^ = CI, and ^j = ^ for J = 1, 2, ,.., rs.. For compactness, Eq, (31') can

be rev?Titten as

where

and

(f*)=(CI +J^)(z) ,

(f*) = (f;^!f^! ... ifi) ,

(t) = (zj
I
Z2

I

•••
;
Zj^) •

(31)

(I) i= (n X n) ,

• 1-
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vliatrix Equation of the Gridwork,

Tha most general case of the gridvrork considered here is that

(a) The stiffnesses of the transverse beams are different;

(b) The stiffnesses of the longitudinal beams are different; and

(c) The strengths of the elastic foundations are different.

For convenience, let w ^

Fl\

W

^F-

CL-^

= (n.m X 1) , (Z) = / , \ = (n^ X 1) ,

VZ.

{^1\

i^i=r

^V

(-!M

f =(5:s-xi) ; {f*] =/;
• = (n.m X 1) ,

^^m'

/''1\

{')-(

v^j

'5i:

[1]=
!52:

(n^ X m,n) ,

J $ni
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and

'1^1

i^]

I

I—
i^p:

Lc] =

\

Cg I

\

:Vj

(n»n X n«n) ,

= (n«n X n»m) ,

'T'ci/

Equations (27) and (30) can be written in the compact forms as

{T\ - (f} =Cl]lz} (2?)

and {f*|=(lj/]+i:c3){z) (30^

Since the transverse and the longitudinal beams are joined at the grid

points, the defonaation is the same at these points.

The rearrangement matrix (R) may be defined as

(R)=|: £ (Sii ((i.i)n + k)) (32)
k=i i=l .

where

0..0 0«»0«»0

0*«0 0.«0«*0

(Ei.3) - -*-i*^ row
0«*0 i.«o*.o-
• • • • • • •

• • • « • •

>0

\i^'^ column

(33)
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Then ^z] and { f •} can be rearranged as \i>.

(R){2)={Z} '
:- (5U)

and (R) }f»] =U] (35)

Substituting Eqs. (3U) and (55) into Eqs. (27» ) and (30») and eliminating

{ f i
yields

^F)-((R)((pf] + [C]) + CI] (R)](z} . ;- (56)

with (7) = (R)(C^] + CC] ) +C1] (R) , .

' (57)

The deformation of the gridvrork can no;v be eaqjressed as

{Z) = (R)(7)-lfF] (38)

In the special case v/here all ti-ansvorse beams of the gridwork are alike,

all longitudinal beans are alike, and where the elastic foundations are equal

in strength, the transverse beams and longitudinal beams can be described by

Eqs, (28) and (3l)» respectively,

(F) - (f) - (S)(Z) (28)

(f») = (CI+^(z) (51)

From Fig, 12 it is seen that the station number of the transverse beam is

the same as the longitudinal beam number.

Thus

(f')'^ = (f) (^)

(tf = (Z)
. ihp)

Transposing Sq, (51) yields

(f) = (Z)(CI +J^)T (I4I)

Substitution of this equation into Eq, (28) yields

(F) = (5)(Z) + izHCl+i^f -
(1,2)
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The nsatrix equation can be solved as follov/s: Since the stiffness

matrices 5. and ^ are positive definite matrices, they can always be reduced to

diagonal fozra by

(l) = (l)(A^)(5)-i=(I)(A^)(I)T ;. : V (k3)

and

(ci+^)'^ = (7)(A2)(7)-^ = (7)(A2)(7)'^ . (hh)

iriiere (3 ) sind i-^,) are the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices for ^ , and

( 7 ) and ( Ag) are the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices for (CI + J^)'^,

respectively. Substituting Eqs, (k3) and (hh) into Eq, (I42) yields

(F)=(5)(A^)(5)T(z) + (z)(7)(A2)(7)T . (1^)

Pre«^ultiplication by (f )" and post-cniltiplication by (7 ) converts

Eq. (I5) to

(5)^(F)('7) = (A^)(F)^(Z)(7) +(f )V)(7)(A2) . (U6)

Let

(i)-(^)^(z)(7) .

Then Eq, (11,6) becomes

(Ai)(x) + (x)(A2) = (5)T(F)(7)
. (1^7)

Element by element, this equation is

^li^ij + hi\i = ( 5'^F7 )^j , (1,8)

from which

(x)= li^Iliii, (l^)

'^li "^>^2j

Thus,

(z) = (5) ii!ll^(7)T
. (50)

^li "^>^2j

^The method given here is a digest from pp. 28-2 in "Kotes on a Course of
Lectures on Applied Linear Analysis," given by Philip G, Zimser,
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Ciroular Gridwork

Consider the gridwork as consisting of concentric ciixjuleur rings and

radial beams on an elastic foundation, as shown in Fig, I5, It is assumed that

the connections between the radial and ciroular beaaas can transmit only tension

or compression, and that the gridiTork is loaded by vertical forces at the joints

only.

(a) Ciroular gridwork without
singular point.

(b) Ciroular grithrork including
singular point.

Fig. 15.

The gridwork shown in Fig, 15(a) has no point of singularity, i.e., the

members of the gridwork intersect at right angles. The gridwork shown in

Fig, 15(b) has a singular point at tha center where all of the radial beams

intersect. These two gridworks are different and must be treated separately.

Gridwork ITithout Singular Point

,

Figure 16 indicates a ciroular gridwork vrithout singluar point and thus

orthogonal everywhere. Figure l6(b) is the i-th ring.
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(a) Orthogonal circular gridwork (b) i-th ring

Fig, 16, Gridwork without singular point.

Lot

|Zi}

(Cj)

{%!
=

I^li* ^2i» •••••» ^mij denote the displacement vector of the

i-th ring;

T
Pli* ^2i* •••••» ^mil

denote the external load vootor of the

i-th ring;

T
|fli» f2i» •••••» ^mil denote the reaction vector between the

i-th ring and the radial beams;

l^lj* *2i* •••••» *nj| denote the displacement vector of the

j-th radial beam;

l^ii* ^2i* •••••
^nil

denote the vector reaction between the

j-th radial beam and the rings:

•
I

denote the stiffness matrix T/hioh character-

izes the elastic supports under the j-th radial beam; and

(Cj){zj} denote the vector reaction of the elastic supports

under the j-th radial beam,
. .

' *'
- - ^
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The iM:h ring is characterized by

(Pi) -{^il-^^iMzJ . , - (51)

where 5 i ^^ *^® stiffness matrix of the i-th ring as treated in Section 1 of

the previous chapter. The j-th radial beam is characterized by

1^5|-fS3|-(l^3>l'at .
,

(52)

OP

I '5!
" <<^3 ^ ^jM 'j) • (53)

Figure 15 and Eqs. (5I) and (53) show that

(a) The station number of the ring is the same as the radial beam number

and the station nxmber of the radial beam is the same as the ring

number,

(b) The form of Eqs, (5I) and (53) is the seme as that of Eqs. (26) and

(29)9 respectively. This means that the idngs and their radial beams

are analogous to the transverse and longitudinal beams of the

rectangular gridivork.

Therefore, the rings can be characterized by

JF)-{f} = L^]|Z] , ^. (51;)

and the radial beams by

{fl =(CJ2^3+CC] ){z] . (55)

Equations (^U) and (55) are analogous to Eqs, (27') and (30'), which have

been defined previously.

The deformation of the circular gridwork can be represented in form similar

to that of Eq, (38), i.e.,

{z} = (R)(>7)-l|F}
, / : r (56)

where -
•

(7) = (R)(Cj/} + Cc])-fC!&j (R) .
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and

• ^^^"5, h^'^^'^ (i-l)n + k))

ore defined by Eqs, (57) and (52), respecti-roly.

Gridwork Tath Singular Point, ,>
'

If the radial beams of the gridwork are alike and hinge connected at the

origin o, the two kinds of beans can be represented separately as rings and

radial beans, ,.

Pig* 17» Gridwork with Singular point at origin.

For the separate cases of: "
. -

(a) Rings:

Let

(F) = (F]^
I
F2

!
•••!F^) be the external load matrix;

(f ) = (fj^ ; f2 ! •••!fn) ^e "tJ^Q inter-reaction matjrixj

(H) = (P) - (f ) be the load matrix which is carried by the ring;

(Z) = (Zj^j Z2 !
•••

; Zjj) be the displacement matrix; and

^^ be the stiffness matrix of the i-th ring as discussed in

section (2), TThere the subscripts i ~ 1, 2, ,,,, n denote the

ring number. Then the system of rings can be described as

(H)-(F) -(f) = i| (Z)(E..) . (57')
i-1 "
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3k

where E is defined by Eq, (35)»

(b) Radisil Beams: '
•'

Let

(f») ** (f4 ! fX '. ,,, 1 f^) be the reaction matrix between radial beams

and the ring;

(z) = (z, 1 Z2 1 ••• ! Zjj) be the displacement matrix of the radial

beams;

(g*) be the reaction matrix corresponding to radial beams; emd

(h) = (f) - (g* ) be the natrix which represents the loads carried

by the radial beams, -
. ,

Then from Sq, (3l)» the radial beams caji be described by

(h) = (f) - (g') = (j2f)(z) . (58)

iiTber partitioning, Eq, (58) becomes

, ^ , / ^,n . fe \

Chl3 = (j2^)(zi] + fe)L2oJ ' (59)

L^oJ=L^JC^i]+(^ri)L^oJ .

^
. (6))

Oo be the stiffness matrix of the elastic fovmdation of the origin,

dg be the displacement of the origin,

gg be the reaction of the elastic foundation at origin; and

Fq be the external load applied at the origin,
,
/;•

Since all radial beans are connected at the origin

L*oJ = <i Ll» 1» •••» IJ •
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Application of the equilibritim conditions at the origin yields

1^
1

^o-(^n)Chni

1'

' + (ffl^ + C)d^ .

or

^-«%i)t^l5

l)

+ Vo . (61)

where

Thus,

Kq = mj% + C .

^o-'^-i^^nnU:) (&)

and

L^oj-^Li. 1. .... ij-~(p^)i:zij .

Substituting Eq. (^) into Eq, (59) yields

Fo

Ko

Now

[hif = (f ) - c(z) .

and

i(d)

i hill = ((2^) - ir (fe>(fe) c z^:! + i^ ()^) Li. 1. ...* iJ (6i+)

(•)

(b)

(H) = (F) - (f) . (c)
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Tihich yields

(F) = (H) +[hi]T+C(Z) . V ' -: (d)

By using the results of Eqs. (57) and (6i;), the matrix eqmtion for the

gridwork becomes >« c-

(m,l)

i^i!^^ Fo / • I AJ*^-h ^ (m,m)(m,n)(n,n) (iii,n) (n,nL , (n,l) ^(T^n) _

(«)
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DEFOraiAIION OF GRIiyiDRKS CONSIDERING TORSION

Rectangular Gr-idwork ^ ,.: " • .
"

.,,

In a gridwork as shown in Fig, 18, the beams ai^ interconnected by rigid

joints which can transmit torsional motnents and which are loaded at joints

only.

1 2i . • «» • • m

3

t
2

^/v

Fig, 18, Rigidly-conneoted gridwork.

The notation used in the analyses of such gridworks is given below,

(^ij] =
l^ij » ^ij » ^±y\ desiotes the force vector carried by the j-th

transverse beam at the i-th station. The superscripts (l), (2) and (5) stand

for the directions of the vector components,

( C^j] = |c^V, C).\ Cy/\ denotes the couple vector carried by the j-th

transverse beam at the i-th station. The superscripts (l), (2) emd (3) stand

for the directions of the vector components. The sign of a couple is

determined by the right-hand rule,

\^±^] = \^[V» ^iV» °i^^|^
is the linear displacement of the i-th station

of the j-th transverse beam.
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\^A =
\^i^-^» ^[V* ^P^

"^ ^^ *^® angular displacement of the i-th

station of the j-th transverse beam.

'13

l^^l

'2j

{"^A
R-
i;J

'20

f'^l^p?)

|Fj| is the force vector whose components F. . and C^^ are the forces emd

couples, respecti-Tely, which are carried by the j-th transverse beam,

(DjJ is the corresponding displacement vector whose elements D. . and R. .

are the displacements and rotations which occur in the j-th transverse beam,

(F) = (F, I Fo I •••• 'F ) is the total force matrix whose colxxmns are the

force matrices for the individual transverse beams,

(D) = (D,; Do- ,,,, :
15 ) is the total displacement matrix whose columns

are the displacement matrices for the individual transverse beams.

The longitudinal beams are described similarly, except that the vector

forces, couples, displacements and rotations are denoted by f , c, d and r in

place of the corresponding F, C, D and R, The forces and couples that are

carried by the i-th longitudinal beam, and the displacement of this beam, ai^

described as { fj] and { d^] , respectively. Similarly, the total forces and

couples that are carried by the longitudinal beans of the gridvrork and the

corresponding displacements are expressed in matrix form as (f ) and (d),

respectively.
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Gridwork of TJnifom Transverse Beams and Unifona Longitudinal Beams,

In this case, each bean is characterized separately by the matrix equation

iFi]-(I)|D.} (66)

for the i-th transverse beam and by ;,r ^

lfj]=i^idj) (67)

for the j-th longitudinal bean. Here ^ and are the stiffness matrix of the

individual beeims as given by Eq, (8),

If all transverse beams are alike and all longitudinal beans are alike,

the individual systems of these beams are characterized by the two matrix

equations

(F) = (I)(D) (66)

and

(f) = (J2f)(d) . (^)

Since the longitudinal beams are rigidly connected to the transverse beams

at the grid points or joints, they undergo common displacements at a ;3oint,

i,e„ if the transverse and longitudinal beams are joined, (d) and (d) are

different representations of the same deflections, (d) can be rearranged to

form (D) by the equation

n n ("Sr,6i)(S,m)(m,n) ("ST.n)

T ~

where n is the total number of transverse beans, m is the total number of

longitudinal beans, and

S S (H..) (d) (Bi.) = (D) ,
•

(70)
1=1 i=l ^^ •^
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y^ colurm (matrix element)

(5.,6i)

^. ^
(3

(:)•••••• .>.n
• • •

• • •,

• • .•

> • •

: m..

:

• • •

6 ()

C 1 ly

• th
1 rov/

(natris: element)

(71)

Equation (71) is a given matrix of matrix elements which are themselves

(15,6) matrices, suid

*0

j*^ column

. ,

1

s

i*^ row

(72)

I«t (P) be the external load matrix which has the sane arrsingement as the

matrix (F) as defined at the beginning of this section. The static equilibriioa

equations are

(P) = (F) + £ I (Hi.)(f)(E..) .

j=l i=l ^ ''

Substitution of Eq, (69) yields

(?) = (5)(D) + 2 2 (Hi.)(j20(d)(Ei.)
i=l i=l "^ -^

(75)
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which, by using Eq, (70) becomes <

(P) = (5) 2 S [(H )(d)(Bi,)] +11 [(Ei,)(^)(d)(Ei.)J . (71;)

The effects of boimdary conditions for the gridwork are included in the

stiffness natrices 5. ^^^l j/.

Uniform Gridwork on Elastic Foundation

t^hen the gridwork on an elastic foundation is of uniform strength, Eq, (73)

can be modified to

(P) = (F)+2: 2[(H..)(f)(Ei.)] +C(D),
j=i i=i ^0 -"J -•

wher« C is the stiffness matrix for the elastic support. Thus,

(P)=(^+CI)2 £ [(H. .)(d)(Ei.)) + £ £((H.,)(j^)(d)(E..)j (75)
j=l i=l ^ '^ j=l i=l ^J ^

where I is the (Su,6a) unit matrix.

The General Grid;vork,

For the general case where the transverse beams and longitudinal beacis are

not like themselves or each other« Eqs, (68) and (69) become

(F) = £(5i)(D)(Eii) \-,{ . (76)
i=a •' •'

and

(f) = £(J^J(d)(E,^) . (77)p^-y-- 00'

where n is the number of transverse beams, m is the number of longitudinal

beams, and Ejj is the matrix given by Eq, (72) ,

Let (g) be the reaction matrix for the elastic supports arranged in the
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sama order as for (P), Then '- -

(g)- £(Ci)(D)(Eii) . (78)

From the static equilibrium conditions, it is seen that

(P) = (F) + (g) + S S (Hi.)(f)(3i.) . ^ V .
•

.

j=a i=^ ^

Substituting Eqs. (76), (77), (78), and (70) yields

(P) = :£(ik + Ck)f ^ £ (Hij)(d)(SiiW)
]c=l '- j=l i=l ^

+ E £(Hij)[E(^l)(<^)(Eii)l (E^.) (79)
j=l i=l "^ U^l -' '^

as the basio equation relating foixjes and deformations, '

Notes Concerning Gridworks,

Froa consideration of the basic formula for general giddvrorks, it is

appsirent that

(a) If a gridwork is loaded try forties which consist of Pj, IL^ and My. only,

the deforraation of the gridwork is perpendicular to the plane of the

structure;

(b) If a gridrrork is loaded by forces vrhich consist of M , ? and ? only,
z X y

the deforuation of the gridvrork is in the plans of the structure.

Thus the vector loads I P^, M^, 21, I and I U^, P^^, P^.! are independent,

as shown in Fig, 19, Froa this it follo'ffs that

(o) .An arbitrary vector load acting on a gidd-.Tork can always be decocipoBed

into two kinds of loads such that for each load the deforaation vector

at every joint of the gridwork has only three components. The matrix

equations in this case 06ua be derived easily.
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Pig, 19. Independent force systems in plane-gridwork.

Polar GridTTorks

There are two kinds of polar gridworks as shorra in Fig, 20, The first

contains no singular pointj the second contains one point of singularity, the

origin of the polar coordinates.

Q->-oud poJn

Fig, 20, Circular gridr.Torks,

(a) and (b) without singular point,
(e) vrith singular point.

In the first, since the gridwork does not contain the origin 0, every

joint of the gridwork is an orthogonal intersection. The analysis in this case

is almost the sane as for rectangular gridworks

,

^V-.- V. '=-3 .-,..- ._ i.
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In the second case, all of the radial beams meet and are joined at the

origin. The two sets of beams do not intersect orthogonally at this point, and

special treatment is required.

Polar Gridworks Without Singular Point,

Let the rings and radial beans be treated as the transverse and longitudinal

beams of the rectangular gridworks, respectively, and use the corresponding

notations. Then, separately, the i-th ring and the j-th radial beam can be

characterized by

{Pi) =($i){Di] .:^,^. : (80)

and

respectively, where the stiffness matrices 5i*s are given by Eq, (25), and ^

is given by Eq, (8), The force vectors { F^j , { fJ and the displacement vectors

JD^) and ( d^} are indexed in the sense of cylindrical coordinates. Similarly,

the rings and the radial beams of the gridwork can be characterized together by

the equations

(P)= £(5i)(D)(Eii) (82)

and

(f) = (p()(d) , (83)

Eqi.;ations (82) and (85) are -^vritten directly as the analogs of Eqs, (76)

and (^), respectively, with the i^dial beans assumed to be alike. Then,

follo-.ving the procediures used in the derivation of Sq, (79)* the matrix

equation for the polar gridyrork becomes

(?) = £ X (Hii)(j!f)(d)(Eii) + £(li)fE £(Hj3,)(d)(E^k)l (Eii) (8U)

j=l i=l
'^

i=l ^)!^1 0=1 "^ ^
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If the gii-chrork is supported elastically, this eq\iation baooiaea

(P)- S £(Hii)(pf)(d)(Eii) .
. ..

j=l i=l
''

.

+ £ ($i + c^) f r: i: (H.k)(d)(3.k)l (Eii ) . (85)

Polar Gridworks UTith Singular Points,

The set of rings, shown in Fig, 21, is characterized by the matrix

equation

(F) = :£(Ii)(D)(Eii)
1=1

(86)

H

Pig, 21, GridsTork with a singular point.

Equation (86) is the saine as Sq. (82), The set of radial beams is

characterized by

(f) = (52r)(d) (87)

The forces and deflections at the singular point require special treatment.

-sinOlx

sind e.
n

cos© Bj,

Fig, 22, Transfomation of coordinates,
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Let ©J denote the direction angle of the j-bh radial heam. Then the

matrix

(Z).

cosO^

sind.

-sin»
i

%.

COSdj (88)

transforms the displaoement vector of the j-th radial beam at origin ) ] to

(H)
i '

i(-)d^

....

The displacement vectors for all radial beams must" yield the same Cartesian

projection because they have a ooraaon displacement at the origin.

This eqjjiation is equivalent to

{^i

V Tn*/

Ub

oj

(Tl)

^^

; (^f

— T '

rV\T"

Then

Iroj^ I roJ

^o'

o'

Equation (87) can be rewritten in partitioned form as

^5i.m\ ^ / ^&,dn i ^5i.6l / ^£,m\

%n^ ^h.a. ! ^S;6/^ '6,m

(^)

(90)

(91)
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irhioh, for compactness, is rewrittaa as

\fo' U : L/Vdo/ .: (9i»)

Equation (91) implies that ' ,.

(fl)-(A)(di) + (B)(d^,) ; „ (92)

and

(f^) = (K)(di) + (L)(do) , (93)

where (f^) is the matrix of forces carried "by the radial beams at the origin 0;

(do) is the matrix of displacements at the same point; and both (fg) and (dg)

have components in sense of cylindrical cooiniinates. Let the trajisfoiroations

of (fjj) and (dg) into Cartesian coordinates be denoted as (f..)* and (d.^)*,

respectively. Then

(fo)*= |(Tj)(fo)(Eoj) (9U)
*i ^

Let {Pq)* ^® "^^^ external load which is applied at point 0, and which is

represented in the sense of Cartesian coordinates. Then application of the

static equilibriijn condition at gives

1\
1

{Pol* = (fo)*
:

I
•

\ 1

which, on substitution of Sqs, (95) *^d (9i4)» becomes

(Pol'-(E(Tj)(K)(di)(Eii)]

+ (E(ij)a)(d„)(Ejj)]
: . (95)
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By analogy to Sqa, (90) and (9I+), it is found that (d ) can be represented

as

(d,) - ^(Tj)''| do)* [l. 1, ..., IJ (E^j) .

^'^^^ { *^o}
is the displaoecient vector at the origin in the sense of

rectangular coordinates. Thus,

M

(96)

lPo]*=[r(Tj)(K)(d,)(E^.)J

)(L)(Tj)
t7{dj* Q, 1. ...,JJ (E..)

(1
1
•

Vi

(97)

~ " let (P) be the external load matrix which is applied at all regular points

other than origin, and which is arranged in the saina order as (F), Then the

condition of static equilibirium at each regular joint yields

(P) = (F) + £ £ (H )(f )(E,. ) .

j=l i=l ^J -L
.

li

On substitution of Eqs, (70), (86), (92) and (96), this equation becoaes

{P)-i(l,)(Z Z(H^,)U,)(E.^)](E,,)

n m
+ S £ (H.3,)(A)(di)(E.J

n m

"^£ pi^V^^^(^a^''{'^o)*Ll. 1, ...,^ (V (98)

To find the deformations of the gridwork, Eqs, (97) and (98) must be

solved simultaneously. If the gridvrork is supported by elastic foundations

Triiioh are defined by the stiffness matrices (Cq), tha stiffness matrix of the

elastic foundation at the origin, and (0^), the stiffness catrix of the elastic
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foundation under the i-th ring, (0^) is (5, 6) in size, and (q) is (Si, 6n) in

size, where m is the number of radial beams.

Matrix Eqs, (97) and (98) can be modified to yield ;^
',

|?o)* =
[ I (Tj)(K)(di)(Ei,)] [1. 1, ...,_l]'^ + (C,)

f
dj*

+
[ I

(Tj)a)(T.)T]{ d,l* [1, 1. ..., jy (E^^) LI. 1, ..., IJ*^

(99)

and

(p]-S(li+Ci)
n

1=1

n m
1

n m
I
r-

'i £ (H.j^)(di)(E.^)| (E,,)
IX'

(xoo)
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KTJMERICAL EXAMPLES v.

Simply Connected Gridwork on an Elastlo Foimdatlon

Given Conditions

,

- .

The gridwork shown in Fig, 23 is a rectangular gridwork irtilch is simply

oonneoted and supported by an elastic foundation at the grid points. It is

loaded by a vmit vertical load at point (2, 2),

In Fig, 23, the beams in x-direotion are numbered 1-x, 2-x, 3~^» ^^^ U-'c;

and the beams in y-direotion are numbered 1-y, 2-y, ,,,, 6-y, The properties

of the x-beams and y-boams and the stiffness of the supports are given in Table

1.

Fig, 25, Gridwork on elastic foundation,

Table 1, Physical constants for gridwork.

X-beara Y-beam Foundation

GJ3C = 2EI

Ely = 8EI

EI2 = EI

Xx = 20

EIx = 2EI

GJy = ^I

Els = isi

EI

100

Xv = 10
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Ix

stiffness Matrix.

On substituting the above physical constants into the derived results in

Appendix I the stiffness of the x-beams and y-beams are as follows:

(a) X-beams, / „

On substitution of Ely = 8EI and X^^ = 20 into (A-i;), ^^ is obtained as

' 2,352 - 5.531; 3,780 - 1.008 0.252 -0.0ij2'

-5.33U Il+.l4ij8 -13.902 6.0iiS - 1.512 0.252

3.780 -13.902 20.i<96 -15.101+ 6.0U8 -1.008

-1.009 6.!p8 -15.I4IU 20,1^6 -13.902 3,780

0.252 - 1.512 6.oIt8 -13.902 lU.i443 -5 .331;

^-0.0142 0.252 - 1,008 3.780 - 5.33U 2,352

(b) Y-beams.

On substitution of EIj^ = 2EI and Xy = 10 into (A-2), ^ is obtained as

'

3,2 - 7.2 it.8 -0.8^

-7,2 19.2 -16.8 1^.8

iu8 -16,3 19.2 -7.2

L-0.3 lt.3 - 7.2 3.2

EI

11;^

^
EI

1000

Loading Matrix.

Since the gridwork is loaded by a unit vertical foroe at point (2, 2), the

matrix of loads can be represented as

(F) =

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(0) (P) (0) (0)

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(0) (0) (0) (0)

irtiere

(0)=
lol

(?)
I oJ

and
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lU^
Ifcitrix Equation,

Substituting the above data into Eq, (I42), and with (P) = ^^|^ (F), yields

the matrix equation

f 2.352 - 5.33U 3.780 - 1.008 0.252 -0.0i;2'

-5.33lt li+.UiB -13.902 6,0l|8 - 1.512 0.252

3.780 -13.902 20,196 -15.laU 6.0lj8 -1.008

-1.008 6,l!08 -I5.I4IU 20.I196 -13.902 3.780

0.252 - 1.512 6.01^ -15.902 1U.I1U8 -5.33ii

|^-0,0ii2 0.252 - 1,008 3.780 - 5.35I4 2,352^

(p) (z)

+ 11^.65 (z) + i,L63 (z)

' 3,2 - 7.2 h,B -0,8"

-7.2 19.2 -16.8 U.8

k.S -16.8 19.2 -7.2

1^-0.8 U.8 -7.2 3.2

Deformation Ifetrix,

The solution of this matrix equation yields the defonnation matrix Z as

x-1

f .002567759

,007765858

.0023O0Li;7

.001555673

-.0001427051+

-.000016253

X-2

,OOlj803i|25

.026656725

.008100881;

-.0OO7ijOO60

-.000652101

,oooo3U7i4i

x-3

.00311U3U7

.0ll66i.789

,OOW<99h3h

-,000250750

-,000508289

,000025311

x-U

-.000273295'

-.OOI950I1.76

-.0020981+53

,0016^2161

.0000ip628

-,000020781^

Effective Load Matrix,

The matrix of the effective load forces on the x and y-beans are found

to be: ^-
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(a) Loads applied

3C-1

-.021180262

0U666ll}S2

-.023175992

-.006it657^

.001j99U692

,OOOlt77768

(b) Loads applied

1

-.011186727

-.II7997U7O

-.03173811)8

.006276786

-.0140996163

-.0051+39335

on x-beams.

x-2

-.099687797

.2U3i4l5280

-,178960800

,025539586

.010581076

-,000887314.5

on y-beams.

2

.013815637

.2398149810

.060l!l4i|850

-.Olii712ii72

.125706110

.015977115

x-5

..0358937^

,081798300

..0U7l;66i476

.,007218990

,009113060

..000332115

.005926907

.125707190

..025675252

.0105914-586

..1281423730

..015^6221

x-lt

.OO73567I1S

. .017568391+

.011161286

.,000607322

.002059 181;

.0OOLol^l42

k

..OO85578I7

,0058511855

..0030311450

..002158900

.01+3713783

.O05098I4I+3

Stresses.

The shearing forces and bending moments in the x-beams and y-beams are

given by the following matrices:

(a) Shearing Forces in the x-beans.

x-1

-.021180262

.O25I48I22O

.002305228

-.OOI4I60536

.000331456

3C-2

-.099687797

.11.3727190

-.035233510

-.00969372U

.000887352

3C-3

-.055893763

.01+5901+537

-.0015^939

-,008780929

.000352131

x-U

.0073567148

-.01021l6ii6

.00091^6140

.0003I42518

-.001716866
^
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(b) Bending Manents in the x-beans.

x-1

.000000000

-,lj236052ljO

,086019160

,132123720

,0i»8913000

t .065596120

x-2

,000000000

-1.993755900

.880793900

.176127700

-.0l77i;6780

.000000260

(o) Shearing forces in the y-beams.

1-2

-,011186727

-.117997l;70

-.031738II18

,006276786

-.01-0996163

-.005i;39335

2-5

.002628910

.1218523l<0

.028706702

-.008li35686

.08li709950

.010537778

x-3

0,000000000

-.717875260

.200215i|80

.166976700

-,0066ia880

.0000007l;0

3-1*

,008557817'

-.003851^850

,0030311450

.002158900

-.0U3715780

-.005098i!l;3

0.000000000"

.UJ.713I06O

-.057097960

-.038105160

-.031258800

-.0^596120

(d) Bending Monent in the y-beams,

,000000000

,000000000

,000000000

,000000000

,000000000

,000000000

- .111867270

-1.17997l;700

- ,31738ll;80

.O6e76786o

- ,1409961650

- .0511^3350

.,085578170

.0385LS700

.,0305114460

..021589000

.U37157870

.0509814430

0,000000000

.000000200

.0000000140

0.000000000

.000000070

0.000000000
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Gridwork Bridge Without Torsion

Given Data,

The sire of the gridwork biddge is the same as the gridwork given in

Example 1« It is taken to be simply-supported at the end of the x-"beanis, thus

stiffness Matrix.

By using the hovindary conditions, it is seen that the end reaction of an

x-bean depends on the defomations at its interior grid-points. Thus, the

first and last columns, and the first and last rows of the stiffness matrix 5^

can be canitted because they have no influence on the deformation at the

interior points,

ih.Ufi -13.902

-13,902 20.i!96

6,01.8 -15.i4li;

1^-1,512 6.0I18

The stiffness of y-beams is the same as that previously obtained, and

'5.2 - 7.2 i;.8 -0,8"

-7,2 19.2 -16,8 ii,8

h.& -16.8 19,2 -7,2

^-0.8 U.8 - 7.2 3.2

^^ lU^

6.0ii8 - 1.512

-i5.iau 6,0l;8

20,196 -13.902

-13.902 lUJlllB

"v 100
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Matrix Equation,

The final aquation tecooes

1 o" 'lli.i;li8 -15.902 6.0i;8 - 1.512

lh6^

EI
-

-15.902

6.0l|8

20.L96

-I5.l4li;

-I5.i'll^

20.196

6,0148

-15.902

.0 0, ,- 1.512 6.0i;S -13.902 lU.l;i;8

' 3.2 - 7.2 k.Q -0.8'

+ iay^(z)
-7.2 19.2

1+.8 -16.8

-16.8

19.2

u.8

-7.2

^-0.8 u.8 - 7.2 3.2, •

(z)

Calculated Values,

The following matrices indicate the calculated deformations, shearing

forces and bending moments in the x-beamis and y-beemis.

(a) Deformation matrix (z).
Bean number

x-1

',000000000

.271979UDO

,l!0006L(900

,3^Ui9700

,2105252140

,000000000

x-2

0,000000000

,2L26U92U0

,518550650

.27U5U9050

.l5dj9526o

0,000000000

x-3

0,000000000

,15^51500

,213660750

,185777290

,10Ulll920

0.000000000

x-U

0.000000000

,0575iU6oo

,093195100

,089822220

,05510^80

0,000000000
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(b) Effective force matrix (Fj^).

Beam nimber

x-1

' .25I8I8I1.70

-,2U7309920

-,088956050

-.003067700

.005150978

,08280^80

(c) Shearing force
Beam number

x-1

' .25I8I8I1.70

,0014008550

-.081^1+7500

-.088015200

-.0828614222

,000000058

(d) Bending moment
Beam number

x-1

.000000000

5.0365<^l<oo

3.Ll7590i4DO

1.65728^0

.000002000

x-2

.328032610

-.5027275!^

.I507277l<0

-.00791^6735

-.0055I4I912

.057l;56l22

matrix (Vj^) .

x-2

.326032610

-.171*691^30

-.0113967190

-.05191^25

-.057l;55837

.000000285

matrix (ii^^).

x-2

0.000000000

6.560652200

3.066753600

2.1871+09800

I.IL913I3OO

.0000ll;600

x-3

.1881+77570

-,251113180

.005l»l5ii65

.025096835

-.001+3671408

.030^3218

3D-3

.1881+77570

-.062635810

-.0572223145

-.032125510

-.056L929I8

.000000300

x-3

0.000000000

3.7695U7liOO

2,516631200

1.37238I+300

.72987I4IOO

.0000157I4O

x-i+

,031670955"

,0016511+78

-,01+7185000

-.011)0821+50

.OOI1759072

.023185898

,031670955

.0333221+33

-.013862567

-.0279U5017

-.023l859i;5

-.00000001+7

x-i+

0,000000000'

.^31+19100

1.299867800

1.022616500

.i.637i6eoo

- .000002700
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(e) Shearing force
Station nunber

matrix (^y).

.000000000

,2U7810190

,088956186

.0050677^

- .0051507i;5

,000000000

(f ) Bending moment
Station number

0,000000000

- .2iek^6hP

- ,0141771520

,onoii;565

,000391685

0,000000000

matrix (IL.),

0,000000000

,00165lij90

- ,0U7l8ii995

- ,0lii082U60

.001j7^075

0,000000000

0,000000000

,000000005

- ,000000005

0,000000000

0.000000000

0.000000000

,000000000

,000000000

.000000000

,000000000

,000000000

,000000000

0,000000000

2J178101900

,889561860

,030677^

- ,051507U30

0,000000000

0.000000000

- ,0165114500

,i!7l8l|866o

,lij0823290

- ,Oli7590580

0,000000000

0.000000000

,0000001^00

- .000001^0

- .000001510

.000000150

0.000000000

Rectangular Gridworks Considering Torsion

Given Conditions,

The gridvrork analyzed here takes the form of a beam-grid bridge. The

main dimensions are shown in Pig, 21;,

,
20' . . 20' , - 20» ^ PO» 20*

3-
o

o

-A 4

Fig, 2l4. Rigidly-connected rectajigular gridv/ork.
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The beams of the gridwork are the same as those used in Example 1,

An external \init load is applied at (2,2),

The X-beams are simply supported at their ends by rollers such that the

Tertical deflections D^ and the rotations Rj^ at these points are zero, i.e..

r ^zi =

D6zi=0

Rlxi=0

VR6od = o

for i = 1, 2, 3. h.

Equivalent Force Systems.

To reduce the nximber of unknowns, the unit load v/hioh is applied at (2,2)

can be replaced by the superposition of the following force systems:

where

P = [PxSyS + PxSyA + Ps?yS + ?xV^] A

?3^yS

^ac*y^

;

1 ' 1

10

I

1 ! 1

I

'o
;

1,-1

'

1.

'

1
I

-1

10

•x^y*

, o»io( P^aya

'o
;

>

1 1 1
'

1
°

J---
1

J

-1 1-1
\

!

>
;

1 o'

1 [-1

1

1

•

1

-1 ! 1

' 0^

j
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Only the unJaioivns in the first quadrant need to be determined, since the

others may be foimd by use of syntmetry or anti-syrametry.

Stiffness Matrices,

The follovring matrices apply for •
•

(a) X-befims in case of symnetry.

' 160 12.0 80,0

- 12.0 2.1; -1.2

20.0 -10,0

^^ 100
80.0 320.0 12.0

- 1.2 12,0 1.2

-10,0 10,0

-12.0 80,0 12.0

(b) X-beam in case of ianti-synmetry

,

'l60 12,0 80,0

- 12,0 2.U - 1.2

20.0 -10,0

^ 100
80.0 320 12.0

- 1.2 12.0 3.6

-10.0 30.0

-12,0 80.0 -12.0

such that

[MiyJ P2z. M2x. ^5 P32' ^3x'
^3yl

= [Rlyi D2z* ^2x» I^SyJ I53z» ^3^* ^3^ (^^^

-12,0

80,0

12.0

2U

/•
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(c) Y-beam stiffness in the case of symmetry.

' 2.k 12,0 2.1. 12.0

12.0 80.0 -12.0 IjD.O

, f,-
'2.k -12.0

5.0

2M -12.0

-5.0

12.0 140.0 -12.0 120.0

S -5.0 5.0

(d) Y-beam i]1 case of anti-symmetry.

2.U 12.0 - 2.U 12.0 '

12.0 80.0 -12.0 ilO.O

<^y
=

-2.L -12,0

5.0

7.2 12,0

- 5.0

12.0 I4O.O 12.0 200

.
-5.0 15.0

such that '.-

[f^.1'
^. V ^z2' ^:c2' ^y2j

.
" \^z\» ^tH* '•ylJ \z» ^^2' ^y_2|

^^^

(e) Exterior beam stiffness in the case of symmetry.

^*"yi^ 100 1-5.0 5.0/

in the case of anti-syametry,

5.0 N

5,0/
rc<a ^ -E-r 5.0 -5.0

100 1-5.0 15 <

such that

15^1' "ysj 1
= L^yl. ry2j

^(^yi)'
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Coliannar Matrix Equation,

Lot P11 " Ciy.
I P21I

=
{
c|^| , { P31J =

I
cf^1 , P12 = %, {^221=1 C5'

5z

5y'

denote the external loads at the corresponsing points, with

the first subscript denoting the station mariber and the second subscript the

X-beain number. Let F^i = M, , F,p = Ui^,

(^2z] _ [^52! „ iT3z] _ i^6z]
'21 =p2x ,

F22 = M5X . ?3i = l^3x • «^d ^23 = P'6c
(MgyJ ^^y. M

3yJ U'^-

denote the forces that

f^3zl f%
are carried by the X-beaias; f-^l '''

^lv» ^21 ~ ™2y» ^12 "^1^33^ , f22 -
j m^l ,

3y^ ^°iiyi

fT:t =13-p^x , and ^2^ ~
1^6x1 '^^^o'^® ^^^ forces that are carried by Y-beaias,

U6y)

Then

/Fll^

^21

"31

fl2

F32

^11

^21

^22

^13

\f25>'

=

$x!

;^.

9f.yi

J2^,y

:^y

__|_.I.J.u\*.

1'
I

I '

I I I

_.l--

(1)1 '
'

J 1- _ J_4.- .

' '(I)!
I

.1 _ -l_ _f -I—
'

' ll'
J-.J___J_.

'
'

' i(I)
1 _ _l _ L
I

I
I

I ! I

T

ll
I- J- :

I
I

'
i :i.

(I),

~ r

I I

t- -r

: I
(I)

(I)

i --I --4.-4 -4--

\l\

^21

°3l

D12

D32
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where
/I 0\ f^ ^ ^\ ^

(I) = 1 , and (1) = 1 1 J
^

\0 1/ ^111/

This can be vrritten as

JF)-[i][c]{D) .

?rith

i^P = 1^1' ^21. P3I' ^12' ^22. P32J '

irhioh yields the oolttmnar matrix equation as

lpl-(0f [l]tC](D) .

There are four sets of matrix equations as follo^TS:

iiPlxSya=[c]T[l]xSya[c]{D]xSya ,

i{p}xay5=[c]T[5]^ys[cl{D}3^s .

and

i{Plxaya=[c]T[5]^ya[c](D):caya .

Each of the above equations can be solved as

and

jp)=[f][c][D}

for the deformations and forces of the first quadrant.

Rearrangement of the Deformation Itatrix,

The deformation matrix of the gridvrork can be obtained by the folloiring

successive rearranging operations:

/I 0\ /O 1\ /O 0\ /I 1\

Let (I) = 1 , (!•) = 1 . (E) = , (Ci) = 1 1

\o r \l 0/ ^0 V U 1'



a.

(C3)-(_lj) .(C3)-(-J-i) .and(0^)-(:i;i) .

(a) Then the first quadrant of the deformation matrix can be constructed as

'(E)

(Di)

(I)

(I):

I

i»)

1

;(E)

' (I)

(I) fW
1

(b) The magnitude of the elements of the deformation matrix can be

obtained from (D-j_) as

(I)

(D2) =

' :i

(I)
;

^ly.
(I')'(I)

(I')
:

(I)

(I') (I)

(Di)

1
; 1

1 i_i

1
^--

! 1

(o) For correction of signs, let

[Ci]
(Ci)
(Ci)

(Ci)
, i = 1, 2, 3. 1;.

'2i LV'j^J

•ad

(D^a) = (uf^) / (Cil -(03! \'^
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(d) Then the defoncation matrix is

(D) - (D,^ + D^^ + D^Sya +

Calculated Values,

The oalc\ilated values follow:

(a) Defomation matrix.
Beam ntimber.

"V

x-1

,000000000

,000000000

-,009080726

,138699030

,016266322

-.00593393U

.21031 i)|?10

.009959712

.000219 314S

.1379li53J40

.001199970

,005609952

.0359900148

,007360616

,005526191+

,000000000

.000000000

,001962632

x-2

0.000000000

0,000000000

- .020at8i;67

.329971+610

- ,0001+31+1481

- .006661680

,255397000

- .0013231+10

.007266214+

.11+^780140

- ,001528650

,006125582

,033291580

- .000519805

.003293988

0,000000000

0,000000000

.00081+7195

x-3

0.000000000

0,000000000

- .011+732295

.11+7200060

- ,0199148211

- .0050^13

.1914126000

- .013089951+

.00171+8^0

.091231960

- ,005066670

.00i+75l4l4l4l+

.025532390

- ,00118141;^

,002528831+

0.000000000

0.000000000

,0006i+^85

0,000000000

0.000000000

- ,005380281+

.006071108

- ,018098622

- ,0011+114836

.01+5019286

- .012859176

- .00130901+6

.0142^71+66

- .006731+766

,001318178

.011893198

.006020108

,001221+508

0.000000000

0.000000000

.001299922
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(b) Load matrix for

»-l

.1580331^0

.2141223330

.1052142310

-.I7I18OII30

-.382859530

.00314755^

-.03145256714

.0514033709

-.03525U500

.OOI421527I4

.07565371^

-.0025773140

.000287891

.011917635

.OOI52I4O8O

.0I46592155

,0000141055

-.0014256307

x-beams

,

x-2

.1+687614870

-.001431414810

-.123000890

-,^1132000

-.OOi45l4l4ljB5

-.011622856

.O66O85I4OI

,006656697

.062822250

-,009235973

,012ll408l47

,0091431^010

-.002116780

-.0014S90395

.00266^4.776

.10563141470

-.0051980514

,000142140514

x-3

.180989150

-.258572310

.017l8i4l;50

-.217614D960

.2680^680

-.01026^36

-.017199533

.011650253

-.012299250

,0092145051

-.017552107

.010525810

-.001667114D

.12071 65140

.002695976

.0146295511+

-.1)414526850

.000719506

-,00812972U

-,0892ljl4l480

.Ol4507l;5U7

.025571*51^

,0762501470

,0181413000

-,016559828

,087ial+775

-.015238820

-.OOI4220272

.02677i;655

-.017131080

.005516071

-.1714575130

-,oo668l4l6o

,0018l9l}05

,075577710

-.005229933
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0,000000000 ,1714801130

- .000237891 0,000000000

- .051^055789 - .075^7li9

- .1032142510 - .003l;7556D

- .0013214080 .0014236007

- .06808514D1 .009255973

0,000000000 .OOl!5l4i4l485

•

^^ ,0015890^5 0.000000000

.. - ,062822250 - ,009i;5l;010

0,000000000 ,2176i4D960

.00166711)0 0.000000000

- .011650255 .017552107

- .017l8Iii450 .01026^56

- ,002695976 - .000719506

.016559828 .0014220272

0,000000000 - ,0762501170

.I7U573I3O 0,000000000

,015288820 .017181080

(d) stresses in x-beens,

VX Matrix (Shearing Forces)

3C-1 x-2

.1580551490

-.0167676^40

-.051095311;

-.0i;66800i40

-.Oi;6592li5

.1.6876i;870

-.162567150

-.0914261750

-,105517700

-.105^Ul80

.O3U32567I1

0.000000000

- .011917^5

.055251.500

0.000000000

.002116780

- .006656697

,125000890

- .0026614.776

,017199585

0.000000000

- .1207165140

.012299250

0.000000000

- ,005516071

- .087l4lii775

- .0145071451^7

.0066814160

x-3

,180989150

..056651810

..055851593

..01-11608562

..01.6S95502

- .001421527U

.5828^550

0.000000000

.0025778140

- .566868000

0.000000000

- .012ll408l}.7

.011622856

- .000l!2l!05U

- .0092145051

- ,26606^4660

0.000000000

- .010525810

- .02^7l;5ij9

0.000000000

- .02677l;655

- .0l8la5000

.005229955

x-1;

-.008129721;

.015141414625

-,001115203

-.0055351475

-,0018191401+
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TLDC Matrix (Torsional Koments)

.2IA228330

-.lljl651200

-.0875971420

-.011958671

-.00001-1036

x-2

-*ooii3;i4j8io

-,008889295

-,002052398

.010088iji^

.00519805I1.

BMX Matrix (Bending Moments)

x-1 x-2

,1032142310 - .123000890

3.263912100 9.252296600

3.267587600 9,2i{0673800

2 .9320314800 5 .993332200

2,896800300 6.0561514JJDO

1.87ia3l|l00 U.170519U00

1.872356300 it.l79953liDO

,93l;75U6i;D 2.I09600000

.938£5c560 2,102830700

.001*256620 - .OOOi42520l|

(e) Stresses in Y-beans,

VY Matrix (Shearing Forces)

Y-1 Y-2 Y-3

'0.000000 .17l;801 .O5I1326

0,000000 -.19i;067 -.033760

0.000000 ,02357lt -.016560

-.238572310

.0291^92370

,0la.lli2623

.023610516

.1H;326650

»-3

,01718U450

3.65^671400

3,626700500

2.89366i>300

2.88I365100

1.801*357300

1.811*6^100

.9221^1^80

,91ij8651I4O

- .000719024

• .08921441480

"

.OI299I4DIO

.07141420765

,101195li20

-.073377710

.0U307l;5l47

.1195l99iiO

. .10110^1*0

.207785560

,1921967140

,170192660

.155011600

.Ol;^2lljO

.056799060

,003229980

Y-U Y-5 Y-6

.,00L!2i3 -.000288 0.000000'

.005025 ,001829 0.000000

-.001*220 .005516 0.000000
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Bay Matrix

Y-1

' 0,000000

0,000000

0,000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

TMY ilatrix

Y-1

-.10321^2

.019759

.00257i4

l^ -.0140500

(Bending Moments)

y-2 Y-3

,382860 -.05l;05U

-1.3^152 -.397^1

-1.360607 -Jj0l!l27

.580061 -.066530

.311997 -.O78I8O

,076256 .0871421

(Torsional Monents)

Y-2 Y-5

-.OO3U76 .035235

.008iit7 -.027588

.018i4lU -,015288

.000001 .000000

Y^ Y-5 Y-6

.075639 -.011918 0.000000""

.033506 -.009039 0.000000

.0156U7 -.OO/.Tl-R 0.000000

.095871; -.OP?) 137 0.000000

.0783I42 -. 11^3151; 0.000000

.036158 -.178311; .000000

Y-lt Y-5 Y-6

.002578 -.00152I; .001^236"

.OO6G56 -.003989 .003812

.017182 -.0066S5 .005092

.000000 -.000000 .006322
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CONCLUDnrc REMARKS

In this report, matrix analysis has been used to analyze various types of

beam gridvrorks -which have certain regularity properties.

The analysis can be extended in various directions:

(1) Although it has been used only for gridvrorks having beeip.s v/hich

intersect orthogonally, non-orthogonal grldn^orks can be treated

without difficulty. In fact, the angles of intersection of the two

sets of beams play no role whatever in simply connected gridvrorlos, and

introduce only minor complications if the beans of the gridwork are

rigidly connected,

(2) Other structures, such as ribbed cylinders, anisotropic plates, etoo*

that can be appI^^ximated by linear partial difference equations which

lead to the same matrix equations used here, can be treated directly,

(3) The matrix equation for idgidly connected gridworks supported on an

elastic foxmdation can be extended to include gridworks supported by

columns or other structures merely by replacing the foundation

property matrix C by the stiffness matrix of the supporting

structure,

(1;) Although the equations for arbitrary gridworks (i,e, those in which

the beams in a given direction have stiffness and spacings different

from each other) can be derived without difficulty by methods used

here, their solutions have no particular advantage over the usual

methods.

The simplification brought about by the matrix treatment of gridvrorks

presented here occurs because of the regularity which they have. This

regularity allows the same stiffness matrix to describe every beam of a given
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set, and this pemits a factoring which simplifies the solution of the basic

matrix equation. As the gridworks become less regxilar, end thus more general,

this factoring property disappears, and the equations becone progressively more

complicated \intil for arbitrary gridworks they finally becone a completely

general linear set which allows no essential simplification.

i
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APPENDIX I

STIFFNESS OF UHIFORLi lATERALLY CONSTRAINED BEAIIS

The stiffness matrix in Figs, A-1 through A-I4. was prepared for a uniform

bean urith unifonrdy spaced points of constraint not exceeding six in nvnnber.

The heBns and the corresponding stiffness matrices are given in the

figures and equations which follow.

.2^_

Fig. A-1.

-^ 10X3

-30

60

-50

(A-1)

if

A A

1- EI

10A 3

Fig. A-2.

16 -36 2h -U

.36 96 -8k 2U

2U -au 96 -36

•i; 2i; -36 16

\

:/

(A-2)
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! EI

28 A3

13

-102

72

- 18

3

^ i

Fig. A-3.

-102

276

108

- 18

^ ^ 1

72

-26i;

58U

2^;

72

- 18

108

-20;

276

-102

3

- 18

72

-102

U5

(A-5)

6(5:?A

Fig. A-i;.

1

2,352 - 5,55U 5,780 - 1,008 252

-5,351; lU,iii}8 -15,902 6,0148 - 1,512

EI 5,780 -15,902 20,W6 -15.101; 6,018

li;^A3 -1,008 6,0148 -i5.iau 20,196 -15.902

252 - 1,512 6,oii8 -15.902 ll;.i4;8

I- 1^ 252 - 1,008 3,780 - 5,551;

• 1|2^

252

•1,008

5,780

(A-i;)

5,551;

2,552^ »
1

where EI = flexile rigidity of the beam, and X = spacing betrreen the constraint

points.
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APFMDIX II

SUFFICES S llATRICES OF LATERALLY CONSTRAINED

CIRCULAR RDIGS

The oases where m = I4. and for all i = 1, 2, .,,, m, (i.e., the ring

has at least four points of constraint of equal spacing) are treated here. The

troatnients ore based on the principle of least work.

Ring of ii-Constraints

Internal Stresses (T-^ and Mq are selected as redundants).

Bending moments ll(9) and torsional moments T(9) of section 9 are given by

Sq. (A-5), .

Fig, A-5« Ring of iv-constraints,

EIj. — flerclle rigidity, GJ = torsional rigidity,

,Mi(9) = llocos9 +^ sin 9 ,

A ^ for (0<9<-:|) ;

I 4i(9) = MoSin9 -^ (1 - cos9) .
-

^^_^^

rM2(9) = iIoCos9 +^ sin9 - Firsin(9 - -3L.)
,

for (3.<9<7r) .

^^2(9) = l!oSin9 - SL£ (1 - cos9) + Fj^rCl - cos(9 ^ Jl^ ) ,
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Stirain Energy,

The strain energy of the ring is given by Eq, (A-6),

" '^ M 2EIj. 2GJ I SEIr 2GJ

Stifftiess liatrix.

By the method of least work one obtains

dUr
=

5Fl

Solving Eq, (A-7) for Mq and T-^ gives the stiffness matrix as

^ F -F F -F^

-F F -F F

F -F F -F
^ =

-F -F

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

Ring of 6-Constrs.ints

External Forces (F]^, F|^, F^, are selected as external redundants).

By using static equilibidvan conditions the constraint forces can be

represented as functions of f^^, f|^, and F5 as given in Eq, (A-9),

.6

3'-- -^'h

Fig, A-6. Mng of 6-constraints

,
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r^i 1
( ^1

F2 1
2

1

2

„i

]'

{

^3 - 1 -1

1

1 [J

'•. ^5
1^

2 2
-1

.^6. ^0 1

Internal SIbress •

(A^)

Ml(©) = liocos© + ^sin9

Tj^C©) = -^ipSin© - ^(1-cos©)

rMgCe) =Mj(©) + F2rsin(© - ^)

^TgC©) = Ti(©) - Fgrd - cos(© - ^)

.MjC©) = M2(e) + FjrsinC© - Sq

2-rT
^TjC©) = TgC©) - F3r(l - cos(0 - i2LJ) )

Strain Energy,

5

I r%M3f(©i,Tjf(©i]

j=l J [ 2EI 2GJ
J

< © -< 6d*^

rd© , (©^ = 3JL)
3

'6

(A-10)

(A-11)
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stiffness Matrix,

By the method of least work one obtains

au
1

api
^

au
an

.

.0

(A-12)

\aF6

After solTdng for Hq, Fi, F^^ and F5 and calculating ^F} , the stiffness

matrix can be deduced fron {F} by use of the property of shift syrinetry of (F),

Ring of 8~Constraints

External Forces,

Select F^, F2, Fi^ as redundants then the external forces can be represented

as

r?i} ' \

F2 h 1 1

F3 -1 _ 2 +V 2

2

- 2 -V~2"
2 [Fl

hk 1 _ 1 ( F2

^5 1 /2 '/2 Ui.

F6 1

^7 -1 2 +V~2
2

- 2 -V 2 /

VFeJ lo 1

(A-13)
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Pig. A-7.

Internal Stresses,

Fi

Ti(©) = MosinQ - Illr(l - cos©)
2

for < © sT '

,ii(©) =Mi_i(©) + Firsin(e - ©i-i ) ,
|

[
for ©i.ises.©i+i i

C^C©) = Ti_i(©) - Fir(l - oos(© - ©i - 1 ) ) J

(A-lW

where

©i.l = -J<i - 1) i = 1, 2, 5, U.

Strain Energy,

Stiffness Matrix,

By method of least work.

d© (A-15)

L-

du dU an 3U
a Mo 3Fl 3^-2 ^FU_

is obtained.

1_0, 1, 0, OJ (A-16)
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After solving for the F's by the property of shift sjanmetrj'' of the vector

{f|, the stiffness matrix ^ can be deduced immediately.
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APPENDIX III

STIFRJESS OF STRAIGHT lffi2.iBERS

Stiffness Matrix of Decomposed Force Systep

Stiffness llatrices for the Association of ^F^, M^^., Ml and I D^, R^, R,^J

From Fig, A-8 it can

by Eqs. (A-17) and (A-18).

From Fig, A-8 it can be seen that the stiffnesses 2^-^' and ^-' are given

*^ta /

^
*S^ A

f.

ffiya

,^\

A
C*)

zb

PV^yb

fzb

"^

Fig. A-8.

,(IJ

12BIy

l3

-&i.

-IgEIy

l3

GJ

L

-GJ

L

-6ei,

lg_i

L

2BI,,

fel^

l2

6si

l2
X

-GJ

"l

GJ

L

-6eIv

231^

L

&I,

ijEI,

(A-17)

/*
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4*

j/l) =
^y

123Ix

1^

.12EI^^^

15 ^
6EIx

l2 1 l2

2SI^

1

d GJ -GJ

1 1

-12BI^

15 l2

12SIx

15 l2

l2

2SI?^

1 1

-GJ

1

GJ

1

(A-18)

such that

(S.'^h''

end

Lfza. ^» V* ^zb» ^» ^VbJ
= l^za* ^. V' ^zb* ^b' ^ybj ^^i"

[£za» %s.» ^iiya; fgb* %:b» ^bj ^ [fza* r^^* ^ys.'* ^zb* '^xb* ^ybj (^ )

Stiffness Matrices for tha Association of [F^* ^y» ^^zj ^^^ [px* ^y» ^zj •

Frosi Fig, A-9, it can be seen that the stiffness matrices
$(ii)

Bjid

J2^^^^ are given by Eqs. (A-19) and (A-20),

Mza

i
, zb

'Xft *-

^ya

•yb

Fxb

za mzb

ysu

./

7^/^*
'yi

xa

Fig. A-9.
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L

i(ll) =

I L

I2EL5 toj

l3" 12*

T2^

-1231;

l3

L

i^I- '

/jE

L

-12EIz -6EI,

l3

2EI,

/v^^^
=

l3

-£ei,

AE

1

l2

I

-12SI
Z. ^li

l3 1^

-^
1

-6ei, ^i
1

12RIg

l3

-&Iz

.12EI^

L

-6ei.

I4EI,

(A-19)

-6si,

l3 l2

-^
1"

l2 1

12EI, 6EI5

AE

1

6EIz

l2 1

(A-20)

such that

and

[F:ca. V' '^zaJ F^b, Fy^, llzbj = L?xa, V* ^zai ^xb» Dyt. ^zbj (l^^^^)^

[^xa. fya» ^zaJ ^xb* %b. ^zbj =" [£xaf dya. TjaJ ^xb* <iyb» ^^bj (j^^Jr

"•')'^

(A-21)
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Special Stiffness Matrices for the jF^* M^. ^\ Force System.

(a) Deformation is syrnnetrical with respect to Y-axis, The deformations

are shown in Pig, A-10,

ff^ X ffir-X

Pig. A-10.

Pron Pig, A-10 it is seen that: ^5^^ ^ ^K!^ = ^^^
. and

^2 *^ ^az* ^bx ~ ^ax» %y ^"^y •

Substituting into ^ , gives

$r=
2EI

yA

(A-22)

(b) Defonnation anti-symmetrical with respect to X-axis, The deformations

are shmtn in Fig, A-11,

y

Pig. A-11.
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•^" From Fig, A-11 it is seen that ^3^ = ^^ = $^ • (A-25)

and I>52 " '\z* ^bX ^ '^BiX* Rby = Ray*

Thus

V .", -12EIy

X3

2GJ
A

-12BIv &Iy

such that

[Fza. Mxa, Hya| = [Dj.a, R^a. Ryaj (^xa^*^

Similarly, the stiffness matrix ^^ and ^^ are obtained as

(o)

'0 0^

'^ya
2EI3.

(A-2i;)

(A-25)

(A-26)

and

(d)

2i4EI^ 12EIx

X5 X2

^- 12SIx

X2

6eIx

A

2GJ

suoh that

j_£za» a^xa. :nya| ^ [fza* ^xa» '^ya) (^yo) •

(A-27)

(A-28)


